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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the problem of regu-
lating a continuous-time linear time invariant (LTI) system to
a desired point using discrete event measurements from signal
change detection sensors with a logarithmic event generation
threshold (trigger), which includes the recently developed neuro-
morphic vision sensors. Existing control algorithms typically only
process periodic measurements and so a new class of algorithms
needs to be developed that can efficiently process the sensors’
asynchronous discrete events for control tasks. Thus, we present
a novel control design procedure that regulates the hybrid system,
consisting of the continuous LTI system and a discrete-event
signal change observation model, to a desired set-point. Moreover,
we provide the set of thresholds (sufficient conditions) for the
given system to fulfill the regulation task. The effectiveness of
our approach is illustrated on an unstable system.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many practical tasks of current interest, e.g.,
tracking, monitoring, navigation (see, e.g., [1]), where event-
based sensors are used. One such class of sensors that moti-
vates the current work is the neuromorphic vision sensor [2]
whose pixels independently and asynchronously fire “retinal
events" once the light field changes by more than a user-
chosen threshold [3], in contrast to periodic frames produced
by a regular camera (e.g., CCD-, CMOS-based). The Dynamic
Vision Sensor (DVS) is the first commercially available neu-
romorphic vision sensor and it promises to be a viable sensor
for enabling the quick computation of control commands to
facilitate maneuvers of agile autonomous systems, as its retinal
events are information bearing and so one avoids processing
redundant data as with camera frames.

Literature Review. Most control systems rely on algorithms
that process periodic/synchronous measurements. Event-based
control techniques have also been developed (e.g., [4], [5]).
However, these techniques typically assume that one has
the flexibility to design a sensor (thus, events) to guarantee
some performance requirement for the overall system (e.g.,
minimize the attention needed by the plant), whereas, in our
case, we are given a sensor and are restrained by its inherent
properties (i.e., with no means of controlling the events except
via threshold design) to facilitate our control task. Moreover,
we consider event-based control problems, where the events
are generated based on signal change, as opposed to the signal
value that is considered in the literature, which we will observe
here that this leads to some form of ‘hysteresis’.

Specifically, when vision sensors are used, almost all control
systems rely on algorithms that process frames from ‘regular’
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cameras. However, these algorithms cannot process the dis-
crete and ambiguous events of the DVS and so it is crucial
to propose a control design procedure that addresses this
problem. In view of the DVS’ interesting properties, such as its
low-latency and low-power (see [6] for further advantages of
the DVS when compared with traditional vision sensors using
the power-performance approach), this sensor is considered
an ideal choice for tasks that are limited by sensing speed
and/or sensing power and has been applied to tasks such as
stabilizing the upright position of robotic insects [7]. balancing
an inverted pencil [8], controlling an autonomous goalie [9]
and heading regulation [10], [11]. However, all the proposed
methods are problem-specific and they involve first computing
explicit representations for the states and then using these
estimates for closed-loop control. Hence, when applying our
proposed event-based control technique to the control problem
with a DVS sensor, we address here the open problem of
going directly from the events to control commands rather
than performing control via state-estimation.

Contributions. The prequel of this work [12] was the first
to address the stability of a continuous time linear time
invariant (LTI), single input single output (SISO) system using
asynchronous measurements. The present work significantly
extends that result to additionally address the regulation prob-
lem for the larger class of multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) systems and with fewer assumptions. Building upon
the works of [5], [13], [14] that are done within the context
of control with limited information, our proposed design
procedure addresses the general class of control problems for
hybrid systems with an inherent logarithmic quantization with
‘hysteresis’. In particular, our judiciously constructed design
procedure allows one to over-approximate the hybrid system,
consisting of a continuous LTI system and discrete-event
observation model, with an auxiliary uncertain system (as an
abstraction that contains all behaviors of the hybrid system),
thus enabling us to address the associated control problem
using a combination of classical control tools with some
novel analysis techniques. Hence, the problem of regulating
the hybrid system to within an ε-neighborhood of a desired
stabilizable set-point is facilitated by going directly from ‘sig-
nal change events’ to control commands, instead of explicitly
estimating the system states for feedback control. Moreover,
we quantify the maximum event generation threshold that is
allowed for the discrete-event sensors to achieve the given
regulation objective.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Continuous LTI System. Consider the unstable, stabilizable
and detectable continuous time system given by

ẋo = Axo +Buo,
yi = c′(xo + δxi),

(1)



where xo ∈ Rn is the system state, A ∈ Rn×n, uo ∈ Rm
is the m-dimensional control input, B ∈ Rn×m has full
column rank (without loss of generality), c ∈ Rn×1, δxi ∈ Rn
represents the relative position of the i-th sensor with respect
to a reference sensor (e.g., center sensor δx1) as shown in
Figure 1, and yi ∈ R for i = 1, . . . , r denotes the output
of the i-th sensor with r representing the total number of the
sensors that detect signal changes (e.g., brightness changes for
each pixel of a DVS sensor). Note that since we consider a
deterministic system, all sensors that are at the same position
will generate the same events. Hence, it is more interesting to
consider an array of sensors that are location-wise distinct.

Fig. 1: Relative locations of r = 9 sensors that are here sepa-
rated by 0.01 units with respect to center sensor δx1 = [0 0]T .

From a practical application standpoint (e.g., a fleet of
UAV’s required to follow a fixed luminosity level to fulfill a
control task), it may be desired to regulate (1) to a neighbor-
hood of a point xd ∈ Rn and so we consider a transformation,

xo → x+ xd, (2)
where x is the tracking error. However, the system (1) cannot
be regulated to neighborhoods of any xd. In particular, the set
of stabilizable states xd lie in the intersection of the reachable
subspace and a particular controlled invariant subspace called
the constant state subspace, i.e., Axd − BB†Axd = 0 (cf.
[15]), where B† is the pseudo-inverse of B. Hence, without
loss of generality, we restrict the set-points in our problem to
only the states that lie in this subspsace. Then, we can choose
uo so that the constant Axd resulting from the combination of
(1) and (2) can be eliminated. The control input

uo → u−B†Axd, (3)
transforms (1) into

ẋ = Ax+Bu,
yi = c′(x+ xd + δxi).

(4)

In this work, the initial state x(0) is unknown. Further, let us
note that we have no direct access to the output yi, except
through the “event" measurements that we obtain from the
discrete-event sensor, which we characterize next.

Discrete-Event Observation Model. Our observation model
is motivated by the neuromorphic DVS sensor [2], which
comprises of a photodiode that converts luminosity to a pho-
tocurrent, denoted by yi as in (4), which is then amplified in a
logarithmic fashion to detect brightness changes in real time.
Thus, we consider a general signal change detection model,
where a discrete-event sensor outputs an event whenever a
logarithmic trigger condition is satisfied. To this end, let
us define the trigger condition based on which “events" are
generated by the i-th sensor as

|τi| ≥ h, (5)

where τi , logb |yi| − logb |qi|, (6)

b is an arbitrary base, qi ∈ R is the trigger reference (an
internal state) of the i-th sensor and h > 0 is a common
user-defined event threshold for all sensors. In hybrid systems
terminology, the trigger condition (5) is a guard set, which we
denote as Di, i.e., an “event" fires when the combined system
(LTI system and discrete-event observation model for the i-th
sensor) state xi := [x>, qi]

> ∈ Di.
As aforementioned, we have no access to output yi, but

instead we have access to polarity measurements, pi ∈
{−1, 0,+1} given by the events:

pi =

{
sgn(τi), if xi ∈ Di,
0, otherwise.

(7)

Due to the continuity of the output trajectory yi, we know that
the event triggering for the sensors always takes place when
equality holds for the trigger condition (5). Hence, when an
event is generated, from the definition of τi in (6), we know
that logb q

+
i − logb qi = sgn(τi)h = hpi ⇒ q+

i = qib
hpi . For

convenience, we define
ρ , b−h ∈ (0, 1), (8)

as the spacing of the logarithmic partitions induced onto the
output space by the logarithmic trigger condition in (5). Thus,
the evolution of the trigger reference q+

i = qib
hpi when an

event is detected (i.e., xi ∈ Di) is equivalently described by
q+
i = qiρ

−pi . (9)

The choice of ρ in (8) captures the range of positive values
for the event threshold h of the sensor. Then, the trigger
condition (5) can be equivalently re-written as

Di , {xi :

∣∣∣∣yiqi
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1

ρ
or
∣∣∣∣yiqi
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ρ}, (10)

which explicitly defines our guard set Di in terms of ρ.
Further, we make the following assumption regarding the

trigger reference qi:

(A1) The initial trigger reference qi(0) lies in the interval:
mi ≤ qi(0) ≤ Mi where 0 < mi ≤ Mi are scalars
and satisfies ρ <

∣∣∣yi(0)
qi(0)

∣∣∣ < 1
ρ with yi(0) ∈ Dci , the

complementary of the guard set Di.
This assumption is more realistic than the assumption made
in our previous work [12] in that the trigger reference qi(0) is
not known exactly, but only known to be within some bound.
Intuitively, this assumption along with the continuity of the
output trajectory makes it possible to keep track of the internal
trigger reference at all times.

Combined System. Combining the continuous LTI system
in (4) and the discrete-event observation model in (9) with r
sensors yields the following hybrid system (cf. [16] for details
on the hybrid system formalism we used):

ẋ =

[
ẋ
q̇

]
=

[
Ax+Bu

0(r×1)

]
, x ∈ Rn+r\D,

x+ =

[
x+

q+

]
=


xq1ρ
−p1

...
qrρ
−pr


 , x ∈ D,

(11)

where q , [q1, . . . , qr]
T with the polarity measurement pi for

the i-th sensor given in (7). With a slight abuse of notation,



(a) Feedback controller in closed-loop with yi,∀i = {1, . . . , r} is defined in
(4) and p , [p1, . . . , pr]

T , whose entries are given in (7).

(b) Cascade decomposition of the feedback controller.

(c) Decomposition of wi(.) function.

Fig. 2: Controller design approach: From asynchronous events
to continuous-time (CT) control command.

we denote the set of disjoint sensor-wise guard sets Di defined
in (10) with the guard set of this hybrid system D.

Now, the set-point regulation control problem with the
discrete-event sensors reads:

Problem 1. The objective of this paper is two-fold:
1) Design an appropriate feedback controller u that in-

corporates polarity measurements given by a discrete-
event sensor to regulate the hybrid system (11) to
an ε-neighborhood of a stabilizable state xd, i.e.,
guaranteeing for a given tolerance/precision ε > 0,
limt→∞ ||xo(t)− xd||2 = limt→∞ ||x(t)||2 < ε.

2) For the controller designed for Problem 1-1, find the
least restrictive (largest) upper-bound on the event
threshold h∗, such that for any discrete-event sensor
with event threshold h < h∗, this controller regulates
the hybrid system (11) to an ε-neighborhood of the
stabilizable state xd.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In this work, we propose a controller that uses polarity
measurements from all sensors in (7) to regulate the LTI
system (4). As shown in Figure 2(a), the LTI system outputs
a continuous time signal y = [y1, . . . , yr]

T , whose respective
sensor produces events based on the trigger condition in (5).
Our goal is to design a feedback controller that operates on the
incoming events to generate a continuous time control signal
u that would regulate the pair (A,B) within a neighborhood
of a desired set-point.

The intuition behind our controller design is based on
over-approximating the uncertainty in the sensor-wise polar-
ity measurements of the discrete-event sensor. Inspired by
output feedback control, we construct an estimator w(.) =
[w1(.), . . . , wr(.)]

T for the output signal y in Section III-A
and use the resulting estimate z = [z1(t), . . . , zr(t)]

T as an
input to our controller K, which we will design in Section
III-C. This cascade set-up of the feedback controller, which

consists of the estimator w(.) and the controller K is shown
in Figure 2(b).

A. Design of estimator for y
Since we have no measurements between events, a relatively

simple design for each component of w(.), wi(.), may be
one that performs a Zero-Order-Hold (ZOH) on the events
arriving from the discrete-event sensor that is then amplified
by a non-zero scalar λi as shown in Figure 2(c). This choice of
a ZOH stems from the need to quantify the lack of information
between consecutive events, as there is no additional sensor
information available. Thus, we will construct the signal zi as
an estimate of yi with the following:

zi = λiq̂i, 0 6= λi ∈ R, (12)
where λi will be provided in Section III-B and q̂i is an estimate
of qi. It is clear that the entries of the vector z comprises of
(12). We consider estimates of the trigger reference qi that
follow the same evolution of (9) when an event is detected,
i.e., q̂+

i = q̂iρ
−pi , xi ∈ Di,

˙̂qi(t) = 0, xi /∈ Di,
(13)

where q̂i(0) will be characterized within the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The above estimator (13) that characterizes the
evolution of the estimate of the trigger reference q̂i(t) satisfies

q̂i(t) = (1 + ∆i
q)qi(t), |∆i

q| ≤ δiq, (14)

and yields the minimal δiq if

q̂i(0) =
2miMi

Mi +mi
,

and in turn yields the following minimal δiq

δiq =
Mi −mi

Mi +mi
, 0 ≤ δiq < 1.

Proof. We first quantify the relationship between the initial
condition of the estimate of the trigger reference q̂i(0) and
the unknown trigger reference qi(0). To this end, by (A1), we
have mi ≤ qi(0) ≤Mi ⇒ −Mi ≤ −qi(0) ≤ −mi, then,

q̂i(0)−Mi

qi(0)
≤ q̂i(0)− qi(0)

qi(0)
≤ q̂i(0)−mi

qi(0)
,

for some qi(0) ≥ mi > 0 and further bounding the above with
respect to the boundary values of qi(0), we have,
q̂i(0)−Mi

Mi
≤ q̂i(0)−Mi

qi(0)
≤ ∆i

q ≤
q̂i(0)−mi

qi(0)
≤ q̂i(0)−mi

mi
,

(15)
where it is clear that ∆i

q = q̂i(0)−qi(0)
qi(0) . Then, the least

restrictive relationship between q̂i(0) and qi(0) under the
choice of

q̂i(0) = (1 + ∆i
q)qi(0), |∆i

q| ≤ δiq, (16)

from (14) at t = 0 is found as the minimum value of δiq .
More precisely, by equating the upper bound of (15) with the
negative of its lower bound, we obtain

q̂i(0) =
2miMi

Mi +mi
,

which in turn, results in the minimal δiq as

δiq =
q̂i(0)−Mi

Mi
=
q̂i(0)−mi

mi
=
Mi −mi

Mi +mi
,



Fig. 3: Analysis of the signal zi (λi = 1⇒ zi = q̂i): Red/solid
lines are due to positive transitions (pi = +1) while blue/solid-
star lines are due to negative transitions (pi = −1).

with 0 ≤ δiq < 1 since we assumed that 0 < mi ≤ Mi.
Finally, noting that the dynamics of q+

i , q̂
+
i given by (9) and

(13), respectively, at transition are identical, then, it holds for
all t that q̂i(t) = (1+∆i

q)qi(t), under the choice of (16) since
∆i
q takes values in a finite set and is a constant at any time. �

Remark 1. In fact, the choice of q̂i(0), δiq in Lemma 1 yields
the largest upper bound on the event threshold h∗ in Theorem
2, which we will verify in Theorem 3 in Section III-C.

B. Error quantification

Now, we would like to quantify the closeness of the de-
signed continuous-time signal zi to the unknown output yi
of the plant. More precisely, we would like to ascertain this
closeness in the sense that the maximum absolute relative error∣∣∣ zi−yiyi

∣∣∣ is minimized for each of the r sensors. The closeness
between zi and yi can be visualized using Figure 3; thus, we
have the following lemma.

Lemma 2. q̂i estimates yi with bounded (asymmetric) uncer-
tainty:

ρyi ≤ qi =
q̂i

1 + ∆i
q

≤ yi
ρ
. (17)

Proof. By the definition of the complementary guard set Dci
(i.e., when an event does not fire), with the guard set Di
defined in (10), we have that ρyi < qi <

yi
ρ , is assumed

to hold initially. At an arbitrary time t, assume that the
above inequality holds. Then, until an event fires, the above
inequality still holds. Immediately before a transition occurs
due to an event firing, we have yi = ρ−piqi by the definition
of the trigger condition in (5). After reset, we have y+

i = yi
and q+

i = ρ−piqi by the continuity of yi, thus, it follows that
y+
i = q+

i and so ρyi ≤ qi ≤ yi
ρ holds after the transition. By

induction, ρyi ≤ qi ≤ yi
ρ holds at all times. Finally, by Lemma

1, we have qi(t) = q̂i(t)
1+∆i

q
holds for all time t, then, combining

with the previous inequality yields our desired result. �

We observe from Figure 3 that the estimate q̂i causes an
unequal spacing between positive (pi = +1) and negative
(pi = −1) transitions (note the unequal length of the blue
and red segments). Furthermore, the logarithmic property of
the trigger condition in (5) enables us to conservatively bound
the error between the signals zi and yi via a sector whose
borders are represented by the lines zi = yi

ρ and zi = yiρ.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that the uncertainty in our problem
is similar but not equivalent to the uncertainties encountered

in logarithmically quantized systems because of the ‘overlap
between partitions’ that stems from the possibility for positive
and negative transitions, resulting in a hysteresis-like behavior.

The following lemma provides a symmetric bound on the
absolute relative error between the zi and yi signals; this
symmetry is a desired trait as will be shown in Theorem 3.

Lemma 3. The upper-bound δiz on the absolute relative error
between the zi and yi signals is given by,∣∣∣∣zi − yiyi

∣∣∣∣ ≤ δiz,
with zi = λiq̂i,

where δiz ,
Mi−miρ

2

Mi+miρ2
and λi ,

(Mi+mi)ρ
Mi+miρ2

.

Proof. From (17) in Lemma 2, ρyi ≤ q̂i
1+∆i

q
≤ yi

ρ ⇒

min
∆i

q

(1 + ∆i
q)ρyi ≤ q̂i ≤ max

∆i
q

(1 + ∆i
q)
yi
ρ
, (18)

and bounding the above in view of δiq , given in Lemma 1,
which produces the minimal |∆i

q|, we have

(1− δiq)ρyi ≤ min∆i
q
(1 + ∆i

q)ρyi ≤ . . .
. . . q̂i ≤ max∆i

q
(1 + ∆i

q)
yi
ρ ≤ (1 + δiq)

yi
ρ ,

2miρ
2

Mi+miρ2
yi ≤ zi = λiq̂i =

(Mi +mi)ρ

Mi +miρ2
q̂i ≤

2Mi

Mi+miρ2
yi,(

1− Mi −miρ
2

Mi +miρ2

)
yi ≤ zi ≤

(
1 +

Mi −miρ
2

Mi +miρ2

)
yi,

(1− δiz)yi ≤ zi ≤ (1 + δiz)yi,

which is a symmetric inequality and in turn gives an upper-
bound on the relative error between zi and yi. �

C. Design of K

Let us now note that the direct synthesis of a set-point
regulator for the hybrid system (11) may be difficult. Hence,
to solve Problem 1-1, we resort to finding sufficient conditions
for regulating the hybrid system to a desired set-point by
considering the regulation of an auxiliary uncertain system that
over-approximates the hybrid system. As this uncertain model
over-bounds the true DVS system, a future direction may be
to explore non-conservative routes to design controllers for the
hybrid system (11).

Proposition 1. The hybrid system (11) (with (A,B, c′) sta-
bilizable, detectable and ρ ∈ (0, 1)) can be regulated to an
ε-neighborhood of a stabilizable state xd via a controller K
if the following auxiliary uncertain system

ẋ = Ax+Bu,
zi = (1 + ∆i

z)yi, |∆i
z| ≤ δiz, ∀i = (1, . . . , r),

(19)

can be regulated to an ε-neighborhood of the stabilizable state
xd via the controller K with δiz given in Lemma 3.

Proof. Lemma 3 shows that the hybrid system (11) is an in-
stance (more precisely, a refinement) of the auxiliary uncertain
system (19). Thus, the proposition holds directly. �

Let us now formulate the control problem in view of (19).
Consider the estimate of the output zi in (19) and the unknown



Fig. 4: H∞ control problem with generalized plant P and
controller K given in (23) and (24), respectively.

output yi given in (4): zi = (1 + ∆i
z)yi = (1 + ∆i

z)c
′(x +

xd + δxi), which in view of a change in coordinates,
z̄i → zi − c′(xd + δxi), (20)

becomes z̄i = (1 + ∆i
z)c
′x+ ∆i

zc
′(xd + δxi). (21)

Now, the control problem in view of the system dynamics gov-
erned by (A,B), the performance variable being the system’s
state and estimate of the output given by (21), which after
some algebraic manipulation takes the form,

ẋ = Ax+Bu,
zp = Czpx,
z̄ = Cz̄x+Dz̄w1w1 + In×nw2,

(22)

where,

Czp ,

In×n...
In×n

 ∈ Rnr×n, Cz̄ ,

c
′

...
c′

 ∈ Rr×n,

Dz̄w1 ,

c
′

. . .
c′

 ∈ Rr×nr, w1 , Λzp ∈ Rnr,

w2 , ΛD ∈ Rr, Λ , diag(∆1
z, · · · ,∆r

z) ∈ Rr×r,

Λ , diag(In×n ⊗∆1
z, · · · , In×n ⊗∆r

z) ∈ Rnr×nr,

z̄ ,

z̄1

...
z̄r

 ∈ Rr, D =

c
′(xd + δx1)

...
c′(xd + δxr)

 ∈ Rr,

with w1,w2 acting as forcing to the system and ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product. It seems natural to put the control problem
represented by (22) in the Robust Control framework due to
the uncertainty blocks Λ,Λ. More precisely, we wish to utilize
the H∞-controller1 as it captures the worst case behavior of
a system instead of the H2-controller, for instance. In this
setting, w1 represents the component of disturbance whose
effect on the performance variable zp is minimized by virtue
of the H∞-controller. Additionally, w2 can be thought of as
an exogenous (but bounded) disturbance acting on the system.

The problem (22) with an additional performance variable
zp, for reasons that will become clear later, is illustrated in
Figure 4 and the generalized plant P is given by

P =


A 0n×(nr+r) B
Czp 0nr×(nr+r) 0nr×m
Czp 0nr×(nr+r) 0nr×m
Cz̄ [Dz̄w1 Ir×r] 0r×m

 (23)

and the H∞-controller K given by,

K =

[
Ac Bc
Cc Dc

]
, (24)

1In fact, any stabilizing output feedback controller can be employed.

with input z̄i given by (21) and zi satisfies Lemma 3, and can
be synthesized under some mild assumptions given in [17].
Now, the nominal closed-loop system arising from the P -K
combination satisfies[

zp
zp

]
=

[
Gw1zp(s) Gw2zp(s)
Gw1zp(s) Gw2zp(s)

] [
w1

w2

]
, (25)

where Gw1zp(s), Gw2zp(s) are stable (due to the compensator
K) transfer functions from disturbance inputs w1,w2 to the
performance variable zp, respectively. These transfer functions
are computed, after appropriately combining (22) and the
controller (24), as

Gw1zp(s) = Czp(I(n×n) − E(s)Cz̄)
−1E(s)Dz̄w1 ,

Gw2zp(s) = Czp(I(n×n) − E(s)Cz̄)
−1E(s),

where
E(s) , (sI(n×n) −A)−1B(Cc(sI

(n×n) −Ac)−1Bc +Dc).

We are now ready to state the solution to Problem 1-1 in
the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The hybrid system (11) (with (A,B, c′) stabi-
lizable, detectable and ρ ∈ (0, 1)) can be regulated to an
ε-neighborhood of a stabilizable state xd (as t → ∞) via an
H∞-controller (24) if δ∗z , maxi δ

i
z , where δiz is defined in

Lemma 3, satisfies

δiz ≤ δ∗z <
ε

||Gw2zp(0)||2 ||D||2√
r

+ ε||Gw1zp(0)||2
, (26)

(∀i = 1, · · · , r) where D is defined in (22), while Gw1zp(s)
and Gw2zp(s) are transfer functions from the respective distur-
bance components to the performance variable arising from
the closed-loop uncertain system (19) considering measure-
ments zi from all r sensors.

Proof. We will show that the auxiliary uncertain system (19)
can be regulated with the H∞-controller (24) with a proper
characterization of the uncertainty in the estimate of the output
z̄ in conjunction with the final value and small gain theorems.

In order to meet the objective of Problem 1-1, i.e.,
lim
t→∞

||xo(t)− xd||2 = lim
t→∞

||x(t)||2 < ε, (27)

we will first use the final value theorem on the transfer function
relating the performance variable zp to the component of
disturbance whose effect has not been taken into account on
the system by the H∞-controller,

zp(∞) = lim
s→0

s ·GCLw2zp(s)
w2

s
, (28)

where GCLw2zp(s) takes into account the effect of w1 , Λzp
in (25) and is found to be
GCLw2zp = Gw2zp +Gw1zpΛ(I −Gw1zpΛ)−1Gw2zp . (29)

However, the final value theorem only applies for stable
systems. Although the H∞-controller (24) will make the
transfer matrices Gw1zp and Gw2zp in (25) stable, we further
need to ensure that the closed-loop system (29) is stable in
the presence of the uncertainty Λ. To this end, we resort to
applying the unstructured small gain theorem to Gw1zp that
takes the output of the Λ block as an input

‖Gw1zp‖2‖Λ‖2 < 1, (30)

where we will relate δiz ≤ δ∗z , ‖Λ‖2 to the common event



threshold h for all sensors in Theorem 2.
Then, in view of w2 , ΛD, zp = Czpx, with the

application of the induced 2-norm to (28), we obtain
√
r||x(∞)||2 = ||zp(∞)||2 ≤ ||GCLDzp(0)||2||D||2, (31)

where GCLDzp(s) = GCLw2zp(s)Λ(s). (32)

By the triangle inequality, from (29) and (32), we have
||GCLDzp ||2 ≤ ||Gw2zpΛ||2

+ ||Gw1zpΛ(I−Gw1zpΛ)−1Gw2zpΛ||2,
and by the sub-multiplicative property for induced norms,

||GCLDzp(0)||2 ≤
||Gw2zp (0)||2δ∗z

1−||Gw1zp (0)||2δ∗z
, (33)

where we have used the upper-bound for the norm of an
inverse operator,
||(I −Gw1zp(0)Λ(0))−1||2 ≤ 1

1−||Gw1zp (0)Λ(0)||2 , (34)

which holds for
||Gw1zp(0)Λ(0)||2 ≤ ||Gw1zp(0)||2||Λ(0)||2 < 1,

by the small gain theorem in (30). Next, we further upper
bound (34) as follows

||(I −Gw1zp(0)Λ(0))−1||2 ≤ 1
1−||Gw1zp (0)Λ(0)||2

≤ 1
1−||Gw1zp (0)||2δ∗z

.

Now, upper bounding (31) using (33) and re-arranging gives

||x(∞)||2 ≤
||Gw2zp (0)||2δ∗z

1−||Gw1zp (0)||2δ∗z
||D||2√

r
,

and further upper bounding the above in view of (27) gives

||x(∞)||2 ≤
||Gw2zp (0)||2δ∗z

1−||Gw1zp (0)||2δ∗z
||D||2√

r
< ε,

and upon re-arranging, we obtain the expression in (26) for
the maximum uncertainty that can be tolerated. Note that
(26) (with D = 0) implies that the small gain theorem in
(30) holds, which in turn implies that (26) is sufficient for
closed-loop stability (such that the final value theorem applies)
and for the regulation of the closed-loop system (P,K,∆i

z)
∀i = (1, . . . , r) to an ε-neighborhood of a stabilizable state
xd (as t → ∞). Finally, by Proposition 1, the H∞-controller
asymptotically regulates the the hybrid system (11) to an ε-
neighborhood of a stabilizable state xd. �

We now solve Problem 1-2 in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The hybrid system (11) (with (A,B, c′) stabi-
lizable, detectable and ρ ∈ (0, 1)) can be regulated to an
ε-neighborhood of a stabilizable state xd (as t → ∞) via an
H∞-controller (24) provided that the event threshold h in (5)
for the discrete-event sensor is upper-bounded by

h ≤ h? = logb

√
mini

(
mi

Mi

)
1+δ∗z
1−δ∗z

, (35)

with δiz, δ
∗
z as defined in Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, respectively.

Proof. We assume that there is one common event threshold h
(and correspondingly, ρ) for all sensors and we would like to
use each sensor for the regulation task. Hence, in view of the
expression for ρ in Lemma 3, we choose ρ∗ that corresponds
to the smallest h∗ (ρ∗ ∝ 1

h∗ according to (8)), i.e.,

ρ∗ =

√
maxi

(
Mi

mi

)
1−δ∗z
1+δ∗z

.

Then, from our definition of ρ in (8), we obtain the expression
given by (35). Finally, h∗ is an upper bound on the tolerable
event threshold h since it can be verified that any h ≤ h∗

implies that δiz ≤ δ∗z and thus (26) holds. �

In Lemma 3, we reasoned that the minimization of the
relative error between zi and yi would be obtained by having
symmetric error bounds on zi via a choice of λi = (Mi+mi)ρ

Mi+miρ2
.

However, this reasoning needs verification. For the H∞-
controller (24) that satisfies Theorem 1, we verify in the
following theorem that the threshold h∗ in Theorem 2 indeed
solves Problem 1-2. In turn, we verify the claim in Remark 1.

Theorem 3. The choices of q̂i(0) = 2miMi

Mi+mi
and λi =

(Mi+mi)ρ
Mi+miρ2

in Lemmas 1 and 3, respectively, yield the least
restrictive (largest) upper bound on the event threshold h∗ in
Theorem 2.

Proof. The problem of finding the least restrictive upper bound
on the event-threshold, h∗, in (35) for the discrete-event is
equivalent to finding the minimum ρ∗, and can be cast, for each
sensor i, as the following optimization problem (dependence
on i is omitted for simplicity):

minimize
ρ,λ,q̂(0)

ρ,

subject to 0 < ρ < 1,

δz = max{1− λq̂(0) ρM , λq̂(0)
mρ − 1},

0 < δz ≤ δ̄,

(36)

with a δ̄ satisfying δ̄ < δ∗z as defined in Theorem 1. To obtain
the equality constraint in (36), we first employ the lower and
upper bounds of ∆q given in (15) into (18), thus, giving us(

1 + q̂(0)−M
M

)
ρy ≤ q̂ ≤

(
1 + q̂(0)−m

m

)
y
ρ .

In view of (12), the above becomes
λq̂(0) ρM − 1 ≤ z−y

y ≤
λq̂(0)
mρ − 1.

Then, defining δz as the upper bound on | z−yy |, the equality
constraint in (36) follows. Now, defining a new decision
variable λ̄ , λq̂(0), the above optimization problem can be
solved analytically by noting that ρ∗ is given by min{ρa, ρb}
in view of the following two sub-problems (cf. Figure 5):

minimize
ρa,λ̄a

ρa,

s.t. 0 < ρa < 1,
2mMρa
M+mρ2a

≤ λ̄a,
mρa<λ̄a≤mρa(δ̄+1),

minimize
ρb,λ̄b

ρb,

s.t. 0 < ρb < 1,
2mMρb
M+mρ2b

≥ λ̄b,
M(1−δ̄)
ρb

≤ λ̄b< M
ρb
.

It can be verified that the solutions to both sub-problems
coincide in a unique λ̄∗ = λ̄(ρ∗), as illustrated in Figure 5.
This concludes the proof since ρ∗ results in the least restrictive
upper bound h∗ = − logb ρ

∗ in view of (8) and λq̂(0) = λ̄∗

is a particular solution to the optimization problem. �

Remark 2. The ability to capture two decision variables
within one, λ̄i , λiq̂i(0), in Theorem 3, follows from the fact
that in view of (13), the evolution of q̂i follows

q̂i = q̂i(0)ρ−
∑

i pi .

Thus, zi in (12) becomes

zi = λiq̂i = λiq̂i(0)ρ−
∑

i pi = λ̄iρ
−

∑
i pi ,



Fig. 5: Illustration of the optimization problem for finding
(ρ∗, λ̄∗) via two sub-problems (δ̄ = 0.35,m = 1,M = 1.4).

Fig. 6: Closed loop hybrid automaton of combined LTI system,
discrete-event model and H∞-controller, where D = ∪ri=1Di
and Di is defined in (10); the solution of the continuous
dynamics (i.e., in between events) lies in R2n+2r\D, z =
[z1(t), . . . , zr(t)]

T with zi and D defined in (12), (22).

which reveals that there exists an infinite number of choices
for λi and q̂i(0) such that λiq̂i(0) equals the unique λ̄∗. Math-
ematically, this realization suggests that one need not design
q̂i(0) and then λi for the i-th sensor to meet the regulation
task using the procedure outlined in Figures 2(b),2(c). Instead
one can choose any design that satisfies the constraint,

λ̄i , λq̂(0) =
2miMiρ

Mi +miρ2
,

to fulfill the regulation task.

To sum up, our resulting closed-loop hybrid automaton is
illustrated in Figure 6.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In this section, we demonstrate our proposed approach
outlined in Section III-C with the following unstable, but
stabilizable and detectable, system:

A =

[
2 10
0 5

]
, B =

[
1
1

]
, c =

1√
5

[
2
1

]
.

We consider the task of regulating the system (11) from the

initial state xo(0) , x0 =

[
0.0179
0.3428

]
to within an (ε = 0.05)-

neighborhood of the stabilizable state, xd =

[
−0.2321
0.0928

]
,

which has been found following the description below (2),
using measurements from nine sensors whose relative loca-
tions are defined as per Figure 1. We further assume that
mi = c′(x0 + δxi) − δy and Mi = c′(x0 + δxi) + δy for
all i = {1, . . . , 9} with δy = 0.002. Then, the initial values of
the estimates of the base of the trigger reference q̂i(0) can be
computed in view of Lemma 1. The closed-loop system (1)

in the original coordinate frame xo can now be simulated via
the control in the original coordinate uo given in (3) under the
action of the controller u = Kz̄ discussed in Figure 6.

A. Unstructured vs. structured controller with three measure-
ments (r = 3)

We synthesize the controller K for the cases of Λ,Λ being
unstructured and then structured to discuss the performance
of the closed-loop system under the action of the respective
controllers that process events arriving from three sensors with
relative distances δx1, δx2, δx3. For the case of Λ,Λ being
unstructured, we use the hinfric command in MATLAB to
obtain the corresponding H∞-controller K for the auxiliary
uncertain system (22) with the second row in (23) removed.
The controller for the case of structured Λ,Λ for the gener-
alized plant P given in (23) is synthesized:

1) the hinfric command in MATLAB is used to obtain a
regularized generalized plant as in the unstructured case,

2) the dksyn command in MATLAB is used to generate
the controller for the regularized plant and takes into
account the structured nature of the uncertainty.
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(a) Error between the system state and stabilizable state, ||xo(t)−xd||=‖x‖
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(b) Phase portrait starting from xo(0) = x0

Fig. 7: Closed loop response of system with an ε = 0.05
tolerance level: (Left) Performance using both unstructured
and structured controllers by processing three measurements
(r = 3); (Right) Performance using structured controller by
processing one, three and nine measurements (r = 1, 3, 9).

The left plot in Figure 7(a) illustrates the evolution of the
tracking error ‖x‖ under the action of both the unstructured
and structured controllers. The better performance of the
structured controller (over the unstructured controller) is clear
from the faster rate of decay of the error seen initially. On
the other hand, the left plot in Figure 7(b) illustrates the
phase portrait of the closed-loop responses (xo1, x

o
2) using both

controllers. It is clear that the structured controller induces a
smaller deviation in the state trajectory from the desired state.

Additionally, from the Bode plot in Figure 8, we observe
that the structured controller better attenuates the “peak"
responses at the worst case frequencies than the unstructured



controller. In order to do this, the structured controller requires
a “slightly" higher DC gain than the unstructured controller, in
effect, constituting to the classical “waterbed effect" described
by Bode’s sensitivity integral. The “slightly" higher DC gain
resulting from the structured controller, however, is the reason
for the marginally different event thresholds corresponding to
the unstructured controller, h∗u = 0.1562, and the structured
controller h∗s = 0.1510. Moreover, as expected, the structured
controller better meets the usual control performance specifi-
cations, namely, good tracking occurring at low frequencies
and good disturbance rejection occurring at high frequencies.

Fig. 8: Bode magnitude plot of worst-case performance of
closed-loop uncertain system GCLDx(s), found from (32) in
view of zp = Czpx, using both unstructured and structured
controllers with three measurements (i.e., inputs in the plot).

B. Structured controller processing single and multiple mea-
surements (r = 1, 3, 9)

Having established that the structured controller yields
better closed-loop performance in the previous section, we
discuss this controller’s (i.e., K) performance for the cases
of r = {1, 3, 9} measurements arriving from the sensor array.
We have used δx1 for the r = 1 case, (δx1, δx2, δx3) for the
r = 3 case and (δx1, . . . , δx9) for the r = 9 case.

The right plots in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrates the
evolution of the tracking error and the phase portrait of the
closed-loop responses xo1, x

o
2, respectively, under the action of

the structured controller. The long term average error seems
to increase with the number of measurements r. Additionally,
the event thresholds h∗ for r = {1, 3, 9} cases were found to
be {0.1511, 0.1510, 0.1508}, respectively. Both these obser-
vations seem counter-intuitive as one would hope that more
measurements would enable the controller to yield a better
closed-loop performance (i.e., smaller long term average error
and larger event threshold). This is actually not surprising
because of the inverse relation of ||D||2 with δ∗z in (26), which
is then proportional to h∗ in (35). More precisely, it is clear
that δxi, ∀i = {1, . . . , 9}, having non-zero entries contributes
to a larger exogenous disturbance ||D||2 (thus, smaller event-
threshold) with respect to the increasing number of sensors.
Moreover, we have insisted in Theorem 2 that we will use
each sensor for the regulation task. This means that we are
choosing the common event threshold h∗ based on the sensor
that required the most events, i.e., the smallest threshold. In

other words, any increase in the number of sensors will not de-
crease the threshold from the one corresponding to the ‘worst’
existing sensor. Nonetheless, having more measurements may
be useful when the measurements are corrupted by stochastic
noise—see [18] for the stabilization of noisy SISO systems.

This numerical experiment illustrates that regulation control
when using DVS’ measurements is no worse than when tra-
ditional vision sensors are used, in addition to its low-latency
and low-power properties, as described in the introduction.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we designed a general control procedure that
regulates an LTI system to within a neighborhood of a stabi-
lizable state using event-based sensors that detect logarithmic
discrete and ambiguous changes (events) in output signals.
For future work, we aim to implement the theory developed
here on a practical testbed with a DVS and explore alternate
less conservative control procedures without over-bounding
the true hybrid system.
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